RESOURCE
OF THE WEEK

Creating Balance
This Resource of the Week, created by art educators for art educators, takes a
look at our self care practices as teachers during school closures due to
COVID-19. We encourage you to join us in continuing this conversation by
taking the survey, “Creating Balance as an Art Educator”.

Encouragement to
Pause & Reflect
Now, in our sixth week of school
closures and well into Wisconsin’s
“Safer at Home” order, this week’s
resource is an encouragement to
pause and reflect on how we create
balance-- as we attend to the wellbeing of ourselves, our home lives, and
the lives of our students and their
families. It seems that weekly, if not
daily, our understanding of current
realities is shifting. That, in and of itself,
creates uncertainty and stress.

As teachers, we are
accustomed to jumping in
when needed-- to quickly
change directions when
feeling called to do so. After a
few weeks of implementing new
practices, we now need to check
in with ourselves and each other,
on whether or not we are
proceeding in a
sustainable way.

Attentive Living
On the other hand, these
unprecedented realities may have
also allowed us the opportunity to
pay attention-- pause, slow down
and reflect on a pace of life that
feels workable in the moment, but
may be unfeasible when considering
the long term. During this time of
social distancing, we may enjoy
greater simplicity, time at home with
our families, taking walks in nature,
and opportunities to increase the
creativity and independence of our
teaching practices.

“Artistic thinking is
not separate from
daily life, but rather
can inform and
enrich every aspect
of one's life.”
-Olivia Gude

What if we come out on the other side of
this experience with a clearer vision of
how the separate aspects of our lives
can be mutually enriching, and empower
not only us but everyone that we are in
relationship with?

Artful thinking
as a way to hear your inner voice.
The work of Lynden’s resident artist, Sarah Luther,
provides us with a positive approach into reflecting on
these complex realities. Sarah is using her residency at
Lynden to publish Reading the Landscape. She is guided
by the idea that “there is a lot of overlap between
the practice of being an artist, the practice of
being in nature, and the practice of being a
thoughtful human being”.

How does this visual mapping of a
thought process relate to your own
thinking and inner dialogue?

Similar to the notion of creating balance, Sarah
Luther uses the idea of “mental restoration” in
an illustration that maps a healthful process of
inner dialogue to accept the things that are
beyond our control and take steps to
restore a sense of well-being.

Visit Lynden
Sculpture Garden
Virtual Hub for
more resources

We encourage you to join us in continuing
this conversation by taking the survey,
“Creating Balance as an Art Educator”.

